
Glofab’s FIREBREEZE Proximity Fire Fighting Suit is designed 

to provide protection against radiant heat exposure, for both 

fire fighting and industrial applications. Wearer comfort and 

freedom of movement are provided through the use of 

specific design features and selected raw materials. The 

garments are certified to the Standard EN 1486:2007 

(Protective Clothing for Firefighters – Test Methods and 

Requirements for Reflective Clothing for Specialised Fire-

fighting).  

1. Ergonomic cut to assist movement and operational 

effectiveness including large action back pleat. 

2. Fully enclosing hood with built-in hard hat and aluminised 

visor. Hard hat with ratchet and chin strap fastening. 
3. Jacket with set-in sleeves for reduced under arm fabric 

bulk. Jacket back has expanding pleats to aid movement. 

4. Jacket with built-in Drag Rescue Device (DRD). 
5. Reinforced stitching throughout the garment. 
6. Fully enclosing collar providing protection, comfort and 

interface with breathing apparatus. 
7. Zip front closure with storm flap covering. 
8. Chest radio pocket and mic/torch holder loops.  
9. Twin front waist cargo pockets with covering flaps. 
10. Aramid knit cuff with thumb opening. 
11. Abrasion resistant material enclosing cuffs. 

12. Removable liner (jacket and over-trouser). 

13. Waist adjustment straps. 

14. Heavy duty braces with stud attachment. 

15. Zip fastened fly front with covering flap. 

16. Hanging loops for drying. 

17. Twin thigh pockets with covering flaps. 

18. Aluminised gloves with heavy duty leather palms. 

19. Aluminised over-boots with adjustment strap to fit on top 

of high leg structural fire fighting boots. 

FABRIC LAYERS  

KEY FEATURES 

Outer Shell :  Gentex® Dual Mirror Aluminised                  

       Para Aramid Ripstop Knit, 290gsm. 

Moisture Barrier :  GFP-180E. 

Thermal Liner :      Thermatex 250. 
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FIREBREEZE 
PROXIMITY FIRE FIGHTING SUIT 

THE FIREBREEZE SYSTEM 

Each Glofab FIREBREEZE Proximity Fire Fighting Suit consists of 

a hood, jacket, over-trouser, gloves and over-boots. It is 

intended to be worn for short duration use against radiant heat 

hazard from aircraft fire or large industrial fires such as 

flammable liquids of gases. It is not intended for fire entry. 
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